
 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

 

 

    

  

 

 

 

     

 

 

    

        

       

      

     

 

            

             
                   
      

               
         

              
          

              
         

     
              

          

              
           

                 
       

               
      

Ma# Mungia, MBA, has a wise warning to new agents:

“I tell ALL new agents to concentrate on one thing. Only a;er you have become good 
at that one thing do you need to offer anything else.”

      

       

Robin Penrod waits un/l a1er the Med Supp client receives their policy before asking 
about final expenses, and also talks about Part D plans:

“I generally do a two-week follow-up call, making sure they received their card, 
remembered to show their doctor, etc. I will then ask about life insurance. I also do a 
leFer four months a1er the sale and list what I do, and of course I call in September 
to get a jump start on a Part D prescrip/on plan.”

Cross-Selling

            

             
                   
      

               
         

              
          

              
         

There are three main reasons to cross-sell or offer complimentary types of insurance:

1. More commissions. If you’ve gone through all the trouble of marketing to, qualifying,
 and presenting to a client, why not use the bridge of trust you have built and see if they
 have additional problems that need remedying?
2. More persistency. It’s a proven fact: the more policies an agent has within a household,
 the greater the agent’s persistency, which guards against lapses.
3. More referrals. Clients that typically buy multiple policies from an agent trust the agent
 to a high degree, which makes obtaining referrals much easier.

Despite these alluring reasons, you should only approach cross-selling after you are proficient in 
the initial lead-in type of insurance you mainly prospect for.

HOW SHOULD I GO ABOUT CROSS-SELLING?
An agent successfully cross-sells by either directly asking a prospect, or by passively marketing 
to the lead using email, newsletters, or cards in the mail.

Asking the prospect directly is pretty easy and straightforward. There’s no mystery to the 
process. A Final Expense agent might ask the prospect something like this:

Josh Doe is direct to the point:

“Who do you have your Medicare Supplement with?”

Looking at the above example I am sure you can easily guess how a Medicare Supplement agent 
would ask their client about their life insurance.

Or, if you prefer the passive method of slowly drip marketing leads with education and 
information about your other services, keep reading.
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